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We are witnesses to the most ruthless attack on 

True Parents, and the people who believe in them. 

Their hateful defiance of True Parents legitimacy is 

an insult to each of us. But the ultimate defiance is 

that they think we are so stupid and we will let 

them get away with it, even submit to follow them; 

their leeks and snares, their phony accusations and 

gauging sanctimony, drive their daggers through 

the heart of the world's future; poisoning our 

believes... so they can then build their utopia from 

the ashes of what they burned down from Father's 

foundation. No, their faith will be failure; they will parish under the engulfing flames of their own lies. 

Read, SECOND KING HYUNG JIN CAUGHT LYING AGAIN 

 

Truth Exposes Lies: Age of Women 

 

Same like Hilary, Hyung Jin is still wondering, "Why did I lose? What happened?" Well, what happened 

is you became the most corrupt public figure in Unification Church history. That's why you lost. But the 

best way to defuse big lies about True Parents/True Mother is with big truths. When truth exposes liars, 

they go down the rabbit hole; they 're nowhere to be found. When big lies are confronted with facts and 

historical truths, they can't keep going with the same trickery. 

 

Yes, if we read Father's last public speech, just before his passing, we can understand Father's unity with 

Mother; proclaiming that they are the victorious True Parents; and Mother is "the victorious 

representative of the world's women," "the model of a true mother and true wife." 

 

"Under True Mother as the victorious representative of the world's women, women can establish now the 

model of a true mother and true wife and form ideal families through a true love movement." (Father 

July16 2012) 

 

Father said they lived united "throughout their lives," "based on true love.. learned from Heaven" and his 

last order was to "devote ourselves completely.. under the guidance of True Parents, who are carrying out 

the providence on earth as the substantial selves of God, the King of peace." 

 

"Women should play a major role", Father said, "women will be the central axis in building.. loving, 

peaceful culture" and remind us of "the declaration of the advent of the global era of women": Man are 

"unable to bring peace", Father explained, "stuck in personal interest" and power struggles, so now 

providence will center on women to bring peace (True Mother and daughters). 

 

Hyung Jin's Way of Struggle for Power 

 

And the big lie is the effort on the part of Sanctuary Church, to take the things that they did, and to project 

the blame and the responsibility onto someone else. They want to blame the refugees; they want to blame 

the Muslims; they want to blame Mother; they want to blame Family Fed and it's leaders. For example: 

 

they change, even deny Father's words, but blame Mother for changing the Word; 

 

they create new ceremonies and abandon Father's traditions, but blame the F. Fed. 

 

they strive for power and money, but blame F. Fed. leaders for corruption 

 

What's the point of making these accusations? It's not just intended as an insult, it's intended to be a 

legitimization, a justification for all kinds of extreme behavior, that would otherwise be inexcusable. And 

surely, we've been seeing all kinds of craziness from the Sanctuary Church: 

 

Let's convince the members against the center (True Mother/True Parents) they're pledged to 

 

Let's use every means necessary to discredit and get rid of them 

 

Let's disrupt the F. Fed. events, stir negativity against Father's foundation 

 

Let's take baseball bats (or stones) and beat up those with alternative view 



 

 

 

How can you condone this kind of madness? They play 'the fascism card'! If Mother is 'lesbian' and 

'whore of Babylon', members are 'bozos', and FF leaders are 'Nazis', they feel justification to use every 

means necessary to get rid of them. Even if they stage a plot, manipulation and use any fabricated lies and 

gossips possible, it's warranted. Read, Gossiping Ham nature of Hyungjin 

 

"Leaders.. who think there is nobody to challenge them when they misbehave.. ignorantly challenging the 

Will of God.." "Whenever you go against God's Word, you bring failure." (Victory of Love p. 234). 

 

These are all manipulative methods; used by Communism and the lefts. And historically, we know who is 

the father of all that. It's the way evil spirits always worked; they portray the victim as evil and then feel 

excused to attack and destroy it. It's nothing, but a method of vicious multiplication of evil. Read, Turning 

Against Everything Father Ever Said 

 

Ernest Efforts to Redefine Father's Words 

 

Same like the Communists, they have one big problem. How to get around the conscience? How to 

propagate that resentment freely when the Principle of Love and Father's words don't support it. You see 

their problem? That's why we observe how the motivation of Hyung Jin and Kook Jin, gradually shifts 

towards maneuvers to get out of the need to follow the Principle and Father's words: 

 

(1) Hyung Jin and Kook Jin's struggle with the truth same like "Lucifer did not want to accept 

that he had to unconditionally center on God's Word." He was only "looking for a reward from 

God and expected God to love him" (Victory of Love p. 225). 

 

(2) Hyung Jin's biggest problem was, that all Father's words are based on the concept of True 

Parents, True Love and Unification. So they had to redefine these terms. 

 

They worked heart, finding the way to redefine the term "True Parents" or replace positions in it. Satan 

used that successfully for centuries; redefine "Family", redefine "Marriage", redefine "good and evil". 

And we know Satan is the "Accuser". They not only incarnated that in their sermons and vocabulary, but 

hey had to use his very split-tongue ways of trickery: 

 

1. At first Kook Jin was trying, "Father says many things (so don't listen to him)", but this didn't 

work. So finally he openly proclaimed Divine Principle and CSG are not important, because 

Father changed his teachings in the very last years. Read more..  

 

2. They first tried to replace True Mother with Yeonah, unsuccessfully. Later they shifted to, "all 

women are True Father's wives.. he can choose any in the spirit world." But again the term "True 

Parents" was bothering them. So now they did final attempt with Mrs. Kang. For the purpose they 

divorced Mrs. Kang from St. Augustine and divorce True Father, neglecting the fact that Divorce 

is unacceptable in Father's teachings; neglecting the principles of growth. Thus again, violating 

many principles. Read more... 

 

Sanctuary Church are trying to change universal laws, redefine words and concepts, as well as prosecute 

assailant to anyone who does not agree with them; calling us 'cowards' and 'bozos'. They are bullies and 

have an agenda. There are universal standards of good and evil. Redefining words and concepts will only 

lead to disunity and chaos. Their insults and offence are not contributing to anything constructive. Even 

Epigenetics is now showing such negative thinking is self destructive, 

 

"What you are thinking is translated into chemistry, which will determine what you will become." 

Epigenetics 

 

In fact, Sanctuary use these manipulative methods, not to find the truth, but to prevent debate. Their point 

is, "When we play the 'Whore' card, we are calling you the bad guys, and we don't need to talk to you; 

don't need to converse with you, but to repress you, to shut you down. And so these cards are used to shut 

down debate, to shut us up; sending us in a defensive, victim position, to feel weak. They already have 

acquired the nature of evil spirits. 

 

Are people with such vicious hearts helpful to build Cheon Il Guk? No! In fact, hate-talk people were 

long supposed to be removed from our movement. They had enough time to change, grow and resurrect, 

but they didn't use it. It's time for good and evil to be decided, so we can freely concentrate on restoring 

the world. 

 

The Dawn of Peaceful Loving Culture 

 

That is why Father proclaimed in his last public speech: 

 



 

 

"In the twenty-first century, women should play a major role.. pulling forward the construction of 

a peaceful world. Going beyond a century of power and technology, women will be the central 

axis in building.. loving, peaceful culture. 

 

(Men) struck a brick wall.. unable to move beyond.. various interests of individual nations.. Up to 

now, we have depended on government organizations centered on men.. Now, however, to 

surmount the limitations they have demonstrated, I believe that a women's peace movement.. is 

absolutely necessary." (Father July 16 2012) 

 

As you see, last before his passing, Father does not mention anything of Hyung Jin being the solution or 

the center to follow, but proclaims the eternal victory of the True Parents, specifically Mother's victory 

and position. 

 

Obviously, Father did not change his claim from 2008; "Mother is the top decision maker.. there should 

be no confusion regarding my succession." Father did not change his claim from 2011; "The responsible 

person of Unification Church is not Hyung Jin nor Kook Jin. On the top of Hyung Jin there is Mother." 

(Read, Succession). Instead, Father said Mother is victorious and is dead important to follow her. He even 

specified, don't follow men's methods of interests for power, struggles and use of force (which H2 

represents). 

 

No wonder Hyung Jin did not like that at all; especially being it Father's last public proclamation. 

Sanctuary Church produced false translation and claimed this is Father's public declaration of divorcing 

Mother, so there are no True Parents and replace Mother with a new bride -- Mrs. Kang. Read, Second 

King Hyung Jin Caught Lying Again 

 

Just a year before his passing, Father scolded the leaders, not to be misled by True Children; his children 

are not the leader, he said, "They ignore me and claim that their decisions are better than mine. It's 

ridiculous!" Father stressed, "There are so many lies that they are saying, claiming its essence is true, or 

Father approved this or that." (Audio record of Father). But this was the nature of men's struggle for 

power throughout the history. 

 

Conclusion: True Father warned us that this is the "the global era of women" (solving issues with love) 

vs. Man (solving problems with fight), which is evident in this conflict. Father clearly explained that man 

(Hyung Jin and Kook Jin Nim also) are "unable to bring peace", "stuck in personal interest" and power 

struggles, so now providence will center on women to bring peace (True Mother and daughters). 

 

 

 


